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Introduction
A trip to the local or online bookstore reveals thousands of books on military history and hundreds of
books on historic architecture, but the two have not
been joined to form a military architecture book.
This Department of Defense (DoD) Legacy Resource
Management Program project, The Architecture of
the Department of Defense: A Military Style Guide,
attempts to chronicle the evolution of military archi '        *'      cation, therefore promoting the stewardship of DoD’s
historic architecture while supporting the military’s
mission. This project is also the culmination of knowledge from several Legacy projects and the idea of
two architectural historians who work within DoD.
In 2007, Michelle Michael, at that time working at
Fort Bragg in North Carolina (now with NAVFAC SE),
had the privilege of managing and co-authoring the
Design Guidelines for Department of Defense Historic
Buildings and Districts. That project included an architectural style section but also revealed the need
for more study on the styles of military architecture. In
  '*    _  Y *  # %
  ??       ' Y
Y '
this idea was born.
Adam Smith, an architectural historian with ERDC/
CERL in Champaign, Illinois, has worked on dozens of
historic building projects within DoD, including historic
   '  '  "   3 *  

Historic Places eligibility reports, and various military
Y'*   
This project showcases the wealth of historic architecture within the fence line of military installations (both
open and closed). There is also a need for this publication from a regulatory standpoint. DoD is a Federal
agency and is responsible for the stewardship of historic properties under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966. However, there are only a handful
of architectural historians within DoD. Many cultural
resources managers do not have architectural or ar '   Y *' <       
with communicating with architects, planners, State
       6$ 7           * * *     ` *
features and architectural integrity. A glossary of ar '   ?     ` *  '  
included in this guide, beginning on page 87.
 $ '        *'  
those managers and to assist them with identifying
   ` *  '   ??' * fectively with SHPO, planners, project managers, and
commanders. It is also important to note that inclusion
in this book does not signify a building’s eligibility for
listing in the National Register of Historic Places. Deter?* "   3 *  *Y  5'  * 
      
? x?  *
  Y'*  *  ?    
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or style of architecture is not enough information to
determine eligibility. For more information regarding
National Register eligibility, consult National Register
Bulletin 15, How to Apply the National Register Criteria
for Evaluation, available on the National Park Service
website at http://www.nps.gov/nr/publications/bulletins/pdfs/nrb15.pdf.
        

 '  {'   Y'* 
  
its shape, materials, details, and other features that
distinguish one building from another. Many archi '  {'    ' '*'  @ 
States. These evolved as national trends and regional
    *  # '  {'      
the time or period of a building’s construction, as well
as the trends of the country and region at that time.
&'*  ?         
   '  {'    {     lution of the installation, the military service, and DoD.
  {'   
Y    *|     
 ?    *   '    ?

 '     O  ?   
that the evolution of styles within DoD does not match
         
  !    
  ?   ?            
counterparts. Date ranges for each style are listed
solely for reference purposes, since a building can
 {  *  
    Y' '     %  ?   !       %  4
 * 
}~` '  ? ' 
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       {'     ?  
 Y'* 4   '    3?  5' 3    Y' 4  '    ?  
thirty years after the style reached popularity.
The National Park Service (NPS) has outlined a meth*   *  '  {' 

   ` *  '       &  
Architectural Character: Identifying the Visual Aspects of Historic Buildings as an Aid to Preserving Their
Character. Referencing the NPS guide in combina 4 '*  $ '   ??  

The Main Post Chapel (1934) at Fort Lewis, Washington, exhibits
features from the Romanesque Revival style, including the
prominent gable front, round-arched arcade, and roundarched cornice.

              
Military installations contain a diverse collection of
buildings, representing a unique architectural record
of military acquisitions and construction as the military
evolved over time. Military architecture, as a whole,
represents the different eras of military history, as well
    * *   {'   ?
ous regions of the United States.
 Y  4  '  4      
decorative and functional features associated with a
building that contribute to its architectural integrity.
The two main categories of military architecture are
military constructed and military acquired. Militaryconstructed buildings typically involved the use of
  |       Y'*   
''  Y
 '   '  {'  
Military-acquired buildings were built independently
of the military but were acquired by the military after
construction. They typically represent local building
traditions, as well as regional design variations of an
 '  {'    _  4  '
?   ?   ? ` 5'   ' 
 
 
  Y    *     ? 
that discuss architectural style, history, and methods
    
'     ? `
acquired building, please consult with your SHPO for
a list of books that provide information on state and
local trends in architectural style. This project is limited
to mostly military-constructed buildings and their ar '  {'    ' 

  
Building Types

           

The majority of buildings on military installations represent a particular building type and/or architectural
{'  '   '|     |   
Each branch of the military developed standardized
plans to accommodate the needs of their forces in a
cost-effective manner. The plans created a template
for installation layouts, public works systems, building
types, and landscaping.
The military designers responsible for the develop?       4  {'   Y  ' 
planning and architectural trends occurring in the
United States. Often, the military employed civilian
architects, landscape architects, and planners who
also applied popular trends to their designs. As a
result, standardized plans for buildings incorporated
 ?   '  {'      sociated features in elements like the overall form of
 Y'*        
  
 {   %     ~  #?

         |     'ing, consisting of designs employing the fashionable
 '  {'      ?  x
Revival (1840-1895), Italianate (1850-1890), and
Queen Anne (1880-1910). Although the plans applied
 '  {'      *   Y'*
     4  ?        '
'     
  % 
reason, buildings might depict only a few features,
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     '    *  {'  4  
   
 '   '  #  ?
  &    &'*  % $ ? '   
(page 35). The building’s overall appearance is not
dominated by the 3?  5' 3   {'  =
4
  Y'*    ?    {'ence, including its masculine stone arches above the
front windows and line of rectangular windows. Even
though the building does not depict all of the features of Romanesque Revival, it still is considered an
 ?   {'   Y  ?  
&'*  
      ?'  
4  ?       '  {'  
are combined in the design of one building. These
buildings could have been originally built as stylistic
?'       ?     ? ?  ?   * %  ?  Y'* ?  
been constructed with the massing and form of the
  3   4      {   Y
transom and sidelights; however, the windows are
4` `4    ` `   
has slender, chamfered posts instead of classicallyinspired posts. This building would be a transition between the   3    O     4  
'?? #    ?   ?Y 
may be a %   ` Y'*   Y   
porch addition from the Queen Anne era. If in doubt,
'   '  Y'*     'Y 4
   * *    Y'*=  * 
plans and subsequent plans, if available, will provide

4
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a concrete history and evolution of the building.
$*      ` *  '     '  {'     Y   Y'* O
was not within the scope of this project to include interiors; however, these features should not be overlooked. Many interior features include decorative
4   ?  '  { Y  Y  
and window surrounds, crown moldings, chair rails,
built-ins, stairs, stair
balustrades,
mantels, and wainscots.
Plaster walls and ornament are also
common in 19th and
early 20th century buildings. In mid20th century build*   || {
mosaic tile, glass
block, metal balustrades, and wall
screens may be original to the building.
Additionally,
gen  {   
structural features,
such as support columns, may also be
*   
Interior of the Main Post Chapel
Y     (1932) at Fort Bragg, North Carolina.

interior features since each building is unique in re*   *    '   ?' Y   
in a case-by-case manner. Many interiors within DoD
have been altered; however, if original features are
'     4
Y'*    
original plans, and consult with an architectural historian or SHPO.
4 
?   ?  4   *  '     {'   O ?     4dows have been replaced at least once, and some?  ?' ?   $ ' '  ? 
 ?    `   44= 4
 
a window replacement project, consult the original
    Y'*    *  44  
As mentioned, many original plans are available in
'Y 4    * *  =   4
provide the best documentary evidence of identifying original window types. Always consult with an
architectural historian and the SHPO before making
recommendations on window replacement projects.
Even though standardized plans provided a sense of
uniformity, the plans were meant to be adapted by
installations to accommodate differences in climate
and locally-available materials (see images on page
5 and 6). For instance, Army plans historically stressed
that each post should have a military atmosphere but
they should also integrate the local character and traditions. This policy was usually met through variations
of plans in terms of building materials, massing, size,

The duplex (top, 1932) is a French Revival adaptation at
Barksdale Air Force Base, Louisiana, but the standardized
plan is the same as the duplex (bottom, 1939) in the
Colonial Revival style in stone at Fort Huachuca, Arizona.
This plan was also executed in wood, red brick, yellow
brick, and stucco at other installations.
The Architecture of the Department of Defense
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  ?   %  ?  

 ? 
   ? '   ?     Y'   
  Y     Y   ?      {  
architecture of the overall installation.
Other aspects of standardized plans are those that
4  
     Y'*   ' 
housing, hospitals, chapels, headquarters, classrooms,
recreation facilities, hangars, storehouses, and power
      '     ' 
features needed to accommodate the function of
the building type. For instance, many of the earlier
plans for hospitals incorporated porches into their
design whereas some hangar designs included corner towers and all had full-width doors (see images
on page 7). Although most of the plans for building
  '    '*   5'  
4   *  4      '  {'ence, several building types, including storehouses,
hangars, and other support facilities, sometimes were
      Y   '  {'    
In these cases, the buildings still have character-de*  '        ? ? *
and window types, but those features are associated
with the building type rather than an architectural
{'  

              
standardized plan, only the duplex (top, ca. 1905) is in wood
at Fort Lawton, Washington, and the duplex (bottom, ca.
1905) is in red brick at Madison Barracks, New York.

6
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Furthermore, the troop build-ups associated with
   O     OO Y'* Y'  ?rary building construction with standardized plans
that reduced construction costs and shortened

construction time. These buildings were utilitarian in
     Y   '  ?   
building’s function rather than architectural style.
These buildings are discussed in depth on pages 26,
48, and 66. Standardized plans, war-era temporary
buildings, and design guidelines are all topics of previous projects that, when used in combination with this
guide, will hopefully provide productive guidance as
the study of the evolution of architecture within DoD
continues.

The old hospital (top, ca. 1905) at Fort Sam Houston, Texas, with
an entrance porch and double-story porch allowing access
from the former wards and a hangar (bottom, ca. 1930) at
Randolph Air Force Base, Texas, with form, corner towers, and
   

Gabled ends, covered loading docks, horizontal massing, and
roof ventilators are characteristic of storage and warehouse
buildings, as shown at this concrete storehouse building (ca.
!" # $%&'!%' $'*!+ /
Virginia.
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Georgian 1700-1850
The earliest recognized architectural
style in the DoD inventory is the  * 
style. During this early period in American
history, many carpenters and builders
4  ?* *   " 4   
brought with them the popular styles of
the time. The  *  {'    
most often in the northern cities and
some early southern coastal towns. The
    ?       Y
simple or grand.
The style is characterized by a prominent
entrance bay, sometimes in the form of
a projecting pavilion (full-height gabled
entrance bay), strict symmetry, hip
roof and/or hip dormers, double-hung
sash windows, and an entrance which
can be heavily embellished or have a
simple surround. A simple surround may
lack dentil moldings or pediment, but it
is important to note that simple details
'  {    {'     
understated detail will still draw attention
 
   O     ? 
many have dentil moldings and quoins.
 ?   ?   ?    
with simple embellishment, and some
are on a raised basement. Porches are
rare and are typically later additions.

8
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< #  =   & 
1825) at Fort Snelling, Minnesota,
exhibits a central pavilion (projecting central entrance bay) and
prominent entrance.
Bottom: Strict symmetry—if a
building is cut in half, one side will
mirror the other.

Georgian 1700-1850
  
Strict symmetry
Prominent entrance
Central pavilion
Decorative door surround
Dentil moldings
Double-hung wood sash
6/6, 9/9, or 12/12 windows

Top Left: An example of a Georgian
door surround.
Top Right: This building exhibits a door
surround with simple embellishment.
Bottom left: 12/12 and 6/6 windows.
Bottom Right: The pedimented
central pavilion and 9/9 windows
of the Administration Building (ca.
1850) at Fort Delaware, Delaware,
   ? 
style.
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Federal 1780-1825
The Federal style is the American interpretation of the Adam style. It originated
in Scotland by the three Adam brothers
where they maintained the symmetry of
the  *   Classical Revival styles,
but introduced a more vertical orienta    
 '     O
is characterized by the use of a central
entrance, often adorned by sidelights
and a fanlight. If built on a raised basement, it typically has a central stair or
'Y     {  
  
    ?  4  5'  Y 
dentil moldings and corner quoins.
Practicing restraint, most military inter    ?   '  
?       ? 

Top: Quarters 100 (ca. 1820) at the U.S. Military
Academy, New York, uses symmetry and
  @$    /    
  Federal style. The porch
is a later addition.
Bottom Left: Quarters 1 (ca. 1819) at Fort
Monroe, Virginia, is typical of the Federal style
with no roof overhang on the side. The doublestory porch is a later addition.
Bottom Right: The fanlight and sidelights of the
      & KXZ [/
Maryland, are typical of the Federal style.
10
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Federal 1780-1825
  
Symmetrical massing
Vertical orientation
Hip roof, hip dormers, or side-gable roof
Little or no roof overhang
6{'
 {' * Y 7
Fanlight over the entrance(s)
$ * ? ?  {  

 

Double-hung wood sash
6/9, 9/9, 8/12, or 12/12 windows
        &  KX  Z  [ \
+   Federal style.

Left: An example
   @ *
@\
Right: An example
of a fanlight.
The Architecture of the Department of Defense
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Classical Revival 1780-1850
Classical Revival was the result of a new wave of
architects coming from Europe and of American
architects touring Europe. The crown jewel of the
style interpreted in America is the U.S. Capitol, completed in 1827. Classical Revival was the style of a
 4   
 {'   Y    
president, Thomas Jefferson, who served from1801
to 1809. Jefferson studied the architecture of Europe
through his travels and the architectural treatises of
the time. In the southern United States, this style is
sometimes referred to as “Jeffersonian Classicism.”
   3?   *     {'  
Classical Revival architects. Classical Revival elements include a full-height, temple-front columned
portico, of usually two or more stories, strict sym?  4 ?      Y  ?  4
continue to be double-hung sash, but are longer
4 '' 
 ` ` * *' 
     ` *  '  '  *
and elliptical, arched, and ocular windows.

Top: Building 1 (1830) at the Naval Medical Clinic at Portsmouth,
Virginia, is an example of the Classical Revival with a raised
basement.
Bottom: The Naval Home (1826) at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
has a raised basement and Ionic columns, typical of the
Classical Revival style.
12
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Classical Revival 1780-1850
  
Symmetrical massing
Monumental portico (porch)
Pediment portico with entablature
Tuscan, Doric, Ionic, Corinthian,
or Composite columns
Hip roof or hip dormers
Low domes
Raised basements
Double-hung wood sash
6/6, 6/9, 9/6 or 9/9 windows

Tuscan

Doric

Ionic

Corinthian Composite

Above: The classical orders of columns.
Left and Top: The Old Cadet Chapel (1836) at the U.S. Military
Academy, New York, and its detail show a central portico and Doric
/  Classical Revival style.
The Architecture of the Department of Defense
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Greek Revival 1820-1875
  3   {'     ' 4 
promoted by an early architect, Benjamin
Latrobe. He came to the United States from Eng      *      3  
building, the Bank of Pennsylvania. The style, in its
purest form, combines a fully-columned temple
front, pediment, and entablature while maintaining the strictest of symmetry, modeled after the
  '        O      '   ?     '?
of Doric, Ionic, or Corinthian orders are the most
popular and entrances are capped by a transom
 ? ?  {   Y  * Pediment
and/or entablature are usually evident as a roof,
porch, or entrance treatment. Typically, a wide
Y  _' '   {    
cornice,
is interpreted as an  Y '  4 
'Y `'*   4 ` `  ` `
` `    ` ` * *'   ?   ?   * ? 

plain to the restrained with little, if any, embellishment. The front gable of this style, common in
civilian houses, was not typically used on military
buildings.
<  #  =   &  X  ! $
Harbor Navy Yard, New York, illustrates the Greek
Revival style with a later two-story porch addition. The
door surround, 6/6 windows, vertical massing, and roof
overhang are all characteristic of the style.
Bottom: An example of a Greek Revival door surround
with transom and sidelights.
14
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Greek Revival 1820-1875
  
Symmetrical massing
Vertical orientation
Hip roof, hip dormers, or side-gable roof
Roof overhangs eaves
Flat transom over the entrance(s)
$ * ? ?  {  

 

Double-hung wood sash
6/6 or 6/9 windows
 ]  =    &  X  ! $ ^ \ 
'*+ _  &\         @
transom over entrance doors and 6/6 windows, while
=   =  &`{" $|  $/
Louisiana (below right) has Tuscan columns, symmetrical
/@ 

Building 34 (1873) at Naval Air Station Pensacola, Florida, is a late
example of the style with features that include a hip roof, symmetrical
massing, and @   *         
@ *Italianate.

Above: 6/6 window
Right: 6/9 window
The Architecture of the Department of Defense
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Renaissance Revival 1820-1865
Italian and French Renaissance buildings
{'    ?    Renaissance Revival style. Forms are heavier,
usually in masonry, with more elaborate
structural detailing, yet they maintain
the symmetry of the earlier Classical Revival styles. The round arch is employed
in this style, as well as tall, slender win4   ?
 ?  4 
with battlements. This style is one of the
few that is similar in both civilian and military buildings; most have a prominent
entrance tower, strict symmetry, hip roof
or hip dormers, round-arched entrance
or entrance bay, round-arched windows, quoins, and elaborate cornices.
This style was particularly popular in the
military for arsenal design.

Top: The Storehouse (1863) at Fort Hayes, Ohio
(originally Columbus Arsenal), is dominated
\+      }     
include the symmetry, hip roof, cornice, and use
of round arches in the windows and entrance.
| ]< %  *   !  
pilasters and cornice.
Bottom Right: The Storehouse (1864) at
Indianapolis Arsenal, Indiana, with a hip roof,
prominent tower, and round-arched entrance.
16
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Renaissance Revival 1820-1865
  
Hip roof or hip dormers
Towers
Beltcourse
Quoins
    Y
Round-arched doors
Round-arched windows
4 
6/6 or 8/8 windows

The Storehouse (1827) at Augusta Arsenal, Georgia, has the
dominant tower with round-arched entrance. Apart from the
window hoods, the features of the tower are shown below.

The Gate House (ca. 1864)
at the Indianapolis Arsenal
is characterized by a roundarched door, round-arched
windows, and round-arched
porch bays.

    
of the Renaissance
Revival style is shown
in the tower elevation
drawing of the Augusta Arsenal.

The Architecture of the Department of Defense
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Gothic Revival 1840-1895
 3        ' ?   
Revival architecture in this country. Architect
#    +  U  6~`}7    
architect Andrew Jackson Downing (1815-1852)
advocated for rural, picturesque architecture
  4  '   K*  
 ?  
Davis’s and Downing’s were primarily residential,
 {'  4       ?  ?
'*        *  
  *    ??  *
features of  3     `  
(usually with steep cross-gables), intricately-carved
vergeboards (bargeboards) along the eaves and
gable edges, and pointed arches, also known as
` 44
The Memorial Chapel (1878) at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, was
built from local limestone.

Quarters 102 (1857) at the U.S. Military
Academy, New York, with fretwork on
vergeboard.
18
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Carpenter Gothic chapel (1858) with
board-and-batten siding at Fort Monroe,
Virginia.

?  **       
(ca. 1889) at Fort Monroe with
pointed arches and quatrefoils.

Gothic Revival 1840-1895
  
Steep gable roofs
Vergeboard (bargeboard)
in gable peak
Pointed arch doors
Vertical board doors
Decorative iron strap hinges
Pointed arch windows
6    447
Diamond pane windows

Both of these doors have pointed arch forms and vertical board construction. The one on the right also has the decorative iron strap hinges.

2/2 windows

An example of a Gothic Revival vergeboard,
also called a bargeboard.

Pershing Barracks (1891) at the
U.S. Military Academy is an example of Collegiate Gothic.

Quarters 146 (1859) at the U.S.
Military Academy with fretwork
on vergeboard.

The Architecture of the Department of Defense
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Italianate 1850-1890
The Italianate style was popularized, like its
contemporary, the  3     Y 
'     Y    #   
Jackson Davis (1803-1892). The Italianate is
recognized in cities and towns by towers, broad
roofs with overhanging bracketed eaves,
elaborate porches, round-arched windows,
and double-leaf doors. The style interprets
the villas found in the Italian countryside. In
urban centers, the style was widely accepted
and interpreted into the form of rowhouses
with bracketed eaves and cornices, arched
windows, and decorative stoops often
adorned with ornamental ironwork. Military
 ? 

'       
Y'* Y'  ?  K?Y ? 
is limited to arched windows, simple lintels,
double-leaf arched doors, transoms, porches
with turned balustrades and columns, and
bracketed cornices and eaves.

<        &  {  Z [ 
%  Z  |/ [+/     
Italianate style implemented by the military. A slight
hip roof, bracketed cornice, round-arched windows,
double-leaf door with round-arched transom, 2/2
windows, and a decorative porch balustrade are all
  +
|< # ?   =   &
at Omaha Barracks, Nebraska, with brackets and
emphasized lintels.
20
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Italianate 1850-1890
  
Side-gable and pyramidal roofs
Hip roof or hip dormers
Bracketed eaves and cornices
Elaborate porches
Turned and sawn woodwork
Arched doors
Transoms over doors
The Stillwell House (1888) at Fort Sam Houston, Texas,
   \+  \  / \  $ cupola, and
double-leaf entrance.

4 
Bay windows
2/2 windows

An example of a typical
pair of brackets.

2/2 window

The Headquarters Building (1879) at Omaha Barracks has
a bracketed cornice and an elaborate porch.
The Architecture of the Department of Defense
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Octagon 1830-1860
 * Y  ? Y { '  Y tween 1830 and 1860. In 1849, Orson
Fowler published a book entitled The
Octagon House: A Home for All, which
widely circulated the concept of the
eight-sided house. The octagon shape
had been used in earlier styles, especially the Federal style, which frequently
used the octagon or oval shape for
public rooms. Many of the details associated with the Octagon are similar to
the Italianate style, and the Octagon is
sometimes referred to as a subtype of
the Italianate. In addition to the eight
     ` *  '   
include a pyramidal roof, cupola, overhanging bracketed eaves, elaborate
wraparound porches, and wide cornic    4 ?   ?   Y'
range from elaborate administration or
residential buildings to simple utilitarian
buildings.

Top and Bottom: Building 16 (1852) at the Naval
Air Station Pensacola, Florida, is one of few, if not
only, high style examples of the Octagon. The
  * \  / \   *+
           
the right is the original drawing of Building 16,
illustrating its original form.
22
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Octagon 1830-1860
  
Octagon shape
Pyramidal roof, hip roof, or hip dormers
Bracketed eaves and cornices
Elaborate porches
Turned and sawn woodwork
4 
Multi-light double sash windows

Building 3 (1835) at Naval Support Activity Norfolk
'*!+ / /     
features of the geometrical shape, pyramidal roof,
and cupola of the style.

An exploded axonometric view of the relationship between
the pyramidal roof and the cupola, both characteristic
features of the Octagon style.
The Architecture of the Department of Defense
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Second Empire 1860-1895
The country’s affection for asymmetry and the picturesque
details seen in   3    Italianate styles
continued with the $  K?    ?   Y
 '   {'    mansard roof, made popular by
17th century French Renaissance architect Francois Mansart.
The roof is typically pierced by dormer windows, and due
   *  ' ''     ' { 
   3 4    4 4    *  
patterned shingles. Asymmetry and towers are indicative of
       ?  Y  
 Y     
decorative window hoods, window sills, and quoins. Porches
are adorned by chamfered posts and turned balustrades.
!   ?       Y' 5'  ?   O
  '''   ?   ?   ?   ??  
massing and to be void of bracketed cornices and heavy
window hoods.

Above: The hospital (1890s) at Fort Hayes, Ohio, illustrates a variation on
the style with only the central portion boasting a mansard roof.
Top Right and Bottom Right: Historic and modern photographs of the
Naval Hospital (1866) at Washington, D.C., an example of a military
interpretation of the Second Empire Style.
24
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Second Empire 1860-1895
  
Mansard roof
Quoins
Bracketed cornices
Turned and chamfered woodwork
Double-leaf door
Transoms over doors
Dormer windows
Decorative window hoods
2/2 windows

<     & { 
of San Francisco, California, is a simple version of
the Second Empire. The wood-shingled mansard
   \+        Second
   * /   @   
   $
later Queen Anne style, indicating that this is a late
transitional example of the Second Empire.
Bottom: Historic photograph of the second Naval
Hospital (ca. 1870) in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
with mansard roof and ornamented dormers.
The Architecture of the Department of Defense
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Civil War 1861-1865
#  
'Y     O   

the Second Empire periods, the abrupt entry
into the     Y'*     
mass-produced, standardized plans to the
?  6?  #?7    *`
design once was utilized for barracks and
  5'   ? Y'* '* 
period were constructed of rough-sawn wood
planks (usually in a vertical placement), with
roofs of the same planks. Typically, roofs were
ventilator monitor roofs. Most buildings were
moved or dismantled after the end of the war
  
  *  ? 
Top: Example of temporary construction barracks at a
camp in Louisiana.
Bottom Left: Example of a two-company barracks at
Camp Nelson, Kentucky.
Bottom Right: Bakery at Camp Nelson.
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Civil War 1861-1865
  
 Y 
 
Roof ventilators (full-length or partial)
Vertical wall sheathing
6/6 windows
Top: Barracks at unknown camp.
Bottom Left: Barracks at Jeffersonville, Indiana.
Bottom Right: Barracks at unknown camp.
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Stick 1860-1890
The Stick style evolved from the Carpen   
     ' 
in wood. The style became popular
in northeastern vacation homes with
ample porches and windows. The asymmetry associated with the picturesque
continues in the Stick. The name of the
style is derived from the wood materials
and use of half-timbering that loosely
mimics the structural system of the
Y'*     ?   ? 
   
      ` *
 '   
 ?  % '  ? 
include half-timbering, decorative trussing, multi-light windows, and overhanging eaves with simple elbow brackets
       # ??
identifying feature is the dominant front
* Y  !   ?    

''          ? 
blend the earlier  3    
later Queen Anne with the Stick.
<     &{ 
of San Francisco, California, exhibits many
         Stick style,
  +  \      /
elbow brackets under the eaves, asymmetrical
massing, and multi-light windows.
Bottom, Right: An example of a multi-light-overone window.
Bottom, Far Right: Detail of the Presidio of
! Z    
\     
supporting the balustrade.
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Stick 1860-1890
  
Asymmetrical massing
Dominant wood materials
Dominant front gable
Overhanging eaves
K     
Elbow brackets under eaves
Half-glazed doors
Transoms over doors
Multi-light/1 windows
}# ] ^&Z  / /
built by the Light House Service, displays shingle siding, a prominent front
gable, half-timbering in the gable, and exposed brackets of the Stick style.

Left: Elbow bracket under eave at a Stick+      !
Francisco.
Right: The chapel (ca. 1884) at Fort Douglas,
Utah, exhibits the steep roof and pointed
arch windows of the Gothic Revival and
the half-timbering of the Stick style.
Far Right: Two examples of gable trusses
used in the Stick style.
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Queen Anne 1880-1910
   #*  #?  4     Y 
cesses of the wealthy. This love for ornamentation
is illustrated in the architecture of the era, including
the '  #      #* 4  
time of rapid industrialization in this country. The Industrial Age introduced mass-produced woodwork
and building materials that were ideal for use on
Queen Anne-style buildings. Turned spindles and
brackets for porches and turrets, wood shingles for
wall sheathing, and balustrades were all used in this
style to boast of the country’s abilities. Masonry was
also used as the dominant building material in some
'  #
 ? 
The Queen Anne style is seldom seen in military
 '      ?   ?  4
    ?     
5'      & 4  ?   ?    
were constructed on military installations during the
period.
Left: An example of a Queen Anne multilight-over-one window.
<        &  couver Barracks, Washington, displays
+  Queen Anne
style including asymmetrical massing, elaborate wraparound porch, turret, multi-light
windows, and varying types of woodwork.
|< # }     
(1888) at Fort Logan, Colorado, is an
example of Queen Anne constructed with
\  $ @  
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Queen Anne 1880-1910
  
Asymmetrical massing
Multiple materials
 Y 
Round or square towers/turrets
Elaborate one-story porches
Ornamental spindles and brackets
Half-glazed doors
Transoms over doors
Bay windows
1/1 or multi-light windows

Above: Typical Queen Anne-style shingles: sawtooth
&  & 
Top right: Another view of the Queen Anne-style
       * |  $
emphasis on the tower and its open porch at the
top.
Bottom: Queen Anne-style porch on an Italianate
       &{  ?*   / '
York.
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Shingle 1880-1905

 '  ?  !8? ! 
  ' |   Shingle style
in architecture during the last decades of
the 19th century. The style moved away
from the ornamentation of the Queen
Anne and Victorian era and toward
an architecture that related more to
the landscape. The dominant feature is
the use of shingles as a continuous wall
?     '  {  
 4 
also typical in this style. Made popular by
  Y      4  ? 
are seen in military buildings.

< !   # &    
Island Naval Shipyard, California, is one of the
few military examples of the Shingle style. The
 +   
use of shingles for the roof and wall material is
typical of the style.
Bottom: Examples of shingle patterns.
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Shingle 1880-1905
  
Asymmetrical massing
 shingle siding
Steeply-pitched roof
Cross-gables
Overhanging eaves
Flared eaves
O *'  {
 Y 
Porches
Multi-light/1 windows

An example of a cross-gable roof and continuous
wall shingles.

Porch and \ ! #
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Romanesque Revival 1870-1900
The 3?  5' 3    Y   {'  
from the Queen Anne and Shingle styles together
with the heavy use of masonry and round arches.
The style was made popular by architect Henry Hobson Richardson, who used masonry and low, broad
   *  Y'*   # * 
County Courthouse in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and
Trinity Church in Boston, Massachusetts. Richardson’s
successful interpretation of the style earned the
name “Richardsonian Romanesque.” The military
implemented the style during the last decades of
the 19th century; however, brick was the dominant
Y'* ?     ?   ?  '*
'
colors of brick or brick in combination with stone to
 '   ?  

<  # ?     
(1890) at Fort Sheridan, Illinois, closely resembles civilian examples of the style. Domed
towers, multiple roof shapes and heights,
multiple materials, and asymmetrical massing
are typical of the style.
Left: Water Tower (1889) at Fort Sheridan, with
corner buttresses and rusticated arch.
<  }  &  Z   /
Virginia, with tower and round arches.
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Romanesque Revival 1870-1900
  
Hip, pyramidal, or gable roofs
Domed and conical towers
Use of brick or rough hewn (rusticated)
stone
Broad arches over doors
Round arches
     '  ? 
over windows
'  44

 ]< }      &  Z 
Sheridan, with rounded entrance arch.
Top Right: The Band Hall Building (ca. 1900)
at Fort Sam Houston, Texas, illustrates the
minimalist approach to the style while
       
such as multiple textures and materials, the
dominant round-arched entrance, and
@$
Left: The Jeffersonville Quartermaster Depot
(1874), Indiana, illustrates a restrained military example of the style.
<        }
Fort Monroe.
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Rustic 1870-1940
The desire of wealthy Americans to “rough it” is the
impetus for the development of the Rustic style. It
is also known as the “Adironack” style because of
 '      *  " 4 <  '
of log, stone, and clapboard ensured the style’s
blend with the surrounding landscape. The style
was widely adopted by the National Park Service
for lodges and buildings within the national parks.
K ?        < 4 
< ? 
      "  
Parks. The style spread to the state parks during
the Depression with the assistance of the Civilian
Conservation Corps (CCC), who constructed
buildings and structures across the country. In
addition to the primary building materials of log,
stone, and clapboard, buildings typically have
steep sloping roofs pierced by shed roof dormers,
wide roof overhangs with scroll-sawn rafter tails,
 
 Y   !   ?   
  ?Y     ?     

Top: The Military Museum (1918) at Fort Lewis, Washington,
is one of the few Rustic examples within DoD. It was built
for the Salvation Army and acquired by the Army in 1921.
Bottom: The former NCO Club (1937) at the Presidio of San
Francisco, California, conveys the Rustic style through the
use of a wood-frame structure, stone base, and horizontal
log siding.
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Rustic 1870-1940
  
Steep sloping roof
 

 **



Large elbow brackets
K    
Scroll-sawn rafter tails
Recessed porch
Shed roof dormers
Paired and single windows
6/6 or multi-light windows
The Federal Prison inmates (Fort Lewis) built this service station (1938) at Fort
Lewis out of stone in the Rustic style.

Left: Example of a shed
roof dormer (eave of
dormer parallel to eave
of main roof).
Right: Example of
a scroll-sawn rafter tail.
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Beaux Arts 1885-1940
    & '`#    ? 
Paris, France, shaped the art and architecture
of France and Europe beginning in the 17th
century. During the turn of the 20th century,
fortunate American architects traveled to
France to study at the Academy. & ' #
which translates to “Fine Arts,” is the American
translation of the French architectural
{'  ' |  '*  ?  
'Y     ?   Y    
?   ?  % '       
     !  Y'* ?   
create the foundation, embellished by
arcaded entrances, pilasters, and paired
columns, as well as balustraded windows and
rooftops further accented by modillions and
cartouches.

#  =   &    '* !
Kitsap Bremerton, Washington.
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The old Brooks Army Medical Center (1937) at Fort Sam Houston, Texas,
features a Churrigueresque interpretation of the Beaux Arts, illustrated by
masonry materials, arcades, pilasters, balustrade windows, cartouches,
and roof balustrades.

Beaux Arts 1885-1940
  
Flat or mansard roof
Roof balustrades
Masonry walls
Quoins, pilasters and/or columns
3'    
Arcades
Applied ornament
festoons, swags, cartouches
Pedimented or bracketed windows
4 Y '  

Top: Heating plant (1909) at Charleston Navy Yard,
South Carolina, with pilasters and arcade-like
/  |% +
Bottom: Bancroft Hall (1905) at the U.S. Naval
Academy, Maryland, illustrates the Beaux Arts style
with rusticated masonry, paired columns, rooftop
balustrade, modillion course, brackets, and mansard
@ 
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Neoclassical Revival 1895-1950
Neoclassical Revival, was prevalent in American
architecture during the last few years of the 19th
 '        }~  ' O 
       & ' # 4  
to the early 19th century style. A full-height portico
    ?   '  O
  ? 
the columns were classically inspired, whereas later
     ?  ?  
? 5'  
Though not as popular as the Colonial Revival style,
it did show longevity, lasting to the mid-century
mark. In military architecture, it was often used for
residential and administration buildings.
<}     & '*!+ /
California.
Bottom left: Gift Chapel (1909) at Fort Sam Houston, Texas.
Bottom right: Headquarters (ca. 1926) at Fort Belvoir, Virginia.
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Neoclassical Revival 1895-1950
  
Symmetry
Hip roof, hip dormers, or side-gable roof
Roof balustrades
Dentil moldings
Full-height portico or porch
Classical columns (early)
Square posts (late)
Entrance with fanlight or transom
and sidelights

Right: The dominant full-height portico with classical
columns, dentil moldings, quoins, symmetry, and
classically-inspired entrance are all elements of the early
'           
examples (ca. 1909) from Fort Monroe, Virginia, (top) and
F.E. Warren Air Force Base, Wyoming (bottom).
The Architecture of the Department of Defense
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Colonial Revival 1880-1940
Colonial Revival is an umbrella term used to
describe the period revivals that dominated
architectural style during the last decades of
the 19th century through the middle of the 20th
century. The style transitioned from the Queen
Anne and sometimes displayed a subtle blending
of the two styles. The style is typically asymmetrical
with front gables and wraparound porches, but
with less ornament and more simple detailing, like
classical columns. Closer to the turn of the century,
it became more formalized, harking back to the
symmetry of the  *   Federal styles.
The new “Colonial” illustrated symmetry but
4   **     ? ?    
    !   ?   * ? ?
     
*    *  
building type and importance to the installation
hierarchy. These period revivals were also
incorporated into the standardized plans for the
military and therefore, it is not uncommon to see
the same building at several different installations
 '  4    ?     Colonial
Revival was used in military architecture until
   OO
Left: An example of a 6/2 window
and a 1/1 window.
Right, Top & Bottom: These of       & 
1905) at Vancouver Barracks,
Washington, with gable roofs,
one-story porches, and symmetrical massing are indicative of
the Colonial Revival.
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Colonial Revival 1880-1940
  
Usually two stories
Hip roof, hip dormer, or gable roof
Full-width porch or entry portico
Paneled door
Decorative door surround
Fanlight or transom and sidelights
Paired windows
2/2, 6/1, 6/2, or 6/6 windows

# =  & `Z ]/[/
maintains the gable roof, gable dormers, rooftop balustrade, and
double-hung windows of the Colonial Revival style.

%       &    These two quadraplexes (ca. 1905) are identical in plan and design, but subtle differences
Fort Hancock, New Jersey, with * \          +  *  Z  ! ^/
decorated dormers and full-width Texas, example (left) has yellow-colored brick while the Fort Monroe, Virginia, example
porch.
(right) is in red brick and boasts a roof-top balustrade.
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Prairie 1900-1940
The Prairie style of architecture was
created by a group of architects in Illinois
known as the Prairie School. The most
famous of these architects was Frank
 * 4 ?    
of the Prairie School, which included
truth in the materials and integration with
      *  ? 
of the style are the most famous, many
local architects successfully interpreted
    ?    '
  
 ?  
| 
  4`  

hip dormers, and wide overhanging
eaves. The most common form adopted
from the Prairie School is the American
Foursquare, which is a two-story house
form with hip roof, full-width porch, and
?  % 4  ?    Prairie

 4  ?   
     
 ?

     ? Y | 
massing and wide eaves.
< +     & `
is an example at Hickam Air Force Base,
Hawaii. It has the low hip roof, horizontal
massing, wide eaves, and bands of windows
common to the style.
|<}     &`# 
Navy Yard, South Carolina.
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Prairie 1900-1940
  
Horizontal massing
Full-width porch
Low hip roof
Overhanging eaves
K     
Hip dormer windows
Bands of windows
1/1, 3/1 vertical, 4/1 vertical windows

Top: This quarters (ca. 1910) at Fort McPherson,
Georgia, closely resembles the American Foursquare
examples found across the country. The hip roof
@ /  \/
 *   
    
characteristic of the style.
Bottom, Left to Right: Examples of a 3/1 vertical,
4/1 vertical, and two Prairie-style windows (also
applicable to the Queen Anne, Colonial Revival,
and Bungalow styles).
The Architecture of the Department of Defense
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Bungalow 1900-1935
The Arts and Crafts Movement in England began
a focus towards traditional craftsmanship and
the use and promotion of natural materials.
This ideal was promoted in the United States
Y '
$    ? * | Craftsman,
published from 1901 to 1916. An architectural
?      
   
adapted the style and produced the most
    ?    4  4 
adapted throughout the country in the forms
of small houses and bungalows ranging from
simple cottages to Craftsman-style houses.
 
 
 4  ?   ? `
designed buildings. However, there are many
? ` 5'   ?  4   ? 
Bungalow here due to the lack of pure
Craftsman-style buildings in DoD. The style is
characterized by gable front, side-gable, and
hip roofs or hip dormers with wide overhanging
       Y4 Y  
and full-width porches supported by brick,
block, or stuccoed piers with battered square
posts.

Top: This bungalow (ca. 1920) at Camp Bullis, Texas,
was built by two soldiers who incorporated native
materials, a wide roof overhang, and exposed rafter
ends into the design of the house.
Bottom: Bungalow porch detail examples of a battered
post (left) and a battered post on a straight pier (right).
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Bungalow 1900-1935
  
 Y  hip roof, or hip dormers
Overhanging eaves
K     
Elbow brackets
Materials in natural state
Broad porches
Masonry piers with battered posts
3/1 or 4/1 vertical windows
Left: An example of a 4/1 vertical
light window.
Top Right: This quarters (ca.
1926) on Kelly Air Force Base,
Texas, is an excellent example of
the Bungalow. Note the elbow
brackets under the overhanging
eaves and the battered posts.
The wide porch has been
altered by enclosures but is still
easily interpreted.
Bottom Right: The Fort Lewis,
Washington, example (ca. 1935)
is more restrained with only
overhanging eaves and size
indicating the Bungalow style.
The Architecture of the Department of Defense
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World War I 1917-1919
   @  $       4 
*   ?   + '   
housing accommodated 124,000 men.
   U  ?  '|  
#? '  ?        struct 32 new cantonments for the Army
  "   '   Y ?pleted by September 1917. Constructed
solely of wood, these standardized
temporary buildings were utilized at the
Army cantonments, while the National
'   ?      !
structures were completed by the end
of November 1917, housing a total of 1.5
million soldiers. Typical temporary buildings were barracks, latrines, regimental
headquarters, warehouses, hospitals,
theaters, and chapels. In addition to the
 4  ?     U  ? 
   *  Y '*
temporary buildings wherever needed.
The Navy Department, for the most part,
did not need many new installations;
however, temporary buildings were
constructed on as much open space as
possible during this period.
Top: A historic view of Camp McClellan,
Alabama (ca. 1918).
Bottom: Historic photograph of barracks
at Camp Hancock, Georgia (ca. 1918).
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World War I 1917-1919
  
Full-length ventilators
Short-length ventilators
3  *
Horizontal siding
6/6 windows
Historic photograph of a recreation building at Camp Merritt, New Jersey
(ca. 1918).

Historic photograph of Camp Jackson, South Carolina
(ca. 1918).

Historic photograph of a barracks at Camp Custer, Michigan (ca. 1918).
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Spanish Revival 1915-1940
Spanish Revival became popular after the Panama  K  $  U *    * 
Y &  ? '   Spanish Revival style was
   |  Y 4  ?    *
stucco wall surfaces, and arches. Common roof forms
include side-gable, cross-gable, hip, combination
  * Y   {   !   '
adapted the Spanish Revival, sometimes referred to as
Mission Revival, Spanish Eclectic, or Spanish Colonial
Revival, especially on former    O #?
camps. Many of these camps became permanent
installations immediately following    O 
  4   ?   '  {'  

Above: The old Post Theater (1934) at Fort Huachuca, Arizona,
  *    @
Top: The San Diego Naval Hospital (1925), California, was
designed by Bertram Goodhue in the Spanish Revival style.
Bottom: Chapel (1939) at Randolph Air Force Base, Texas, an
\   @$\+\ 
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Spanish Revival 1915-1940
  
Low roof
Clay roof tiles
Little or no roof overhang
Smooth wall surface, usually stucco
Arched openings or blind arches
Top: Sage Hall, the theater (ca. 1935) at Fort Bliss, Texas, is
characterized by clay tile, stucco wall surface, arcaded
porch, and arched motif on the dominant gable front.
Bottom: The Spanish Revival was used widely for housing,
including this NCO quarters (ca. 1935) at Fort Bragg,
' # /&      & `{
Fort Benning, Georgia (right).
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French Revival 1915-1940
French Revival is one of the period revivals of the 20th
century. Men who returned to the United States after
serving in    O     
 '  
French countryside. This knowledge, combined with
photographs in news magazines, enabled architects
to implement the style, most often in residential
architecture. The civilian style is characterized by high
hip roofs or hip dormers, smooth wall surfaces, quoins,
towers, and tall chimneys, sometimes with chimney
 !   ?    ?     ? 
and are found at only a few installations.

All three of these quarters (ca. 1930) are at Maxwell Air Force
|/%\[\  /+ @ 
by the French Revival.
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French Revival 1915-1940
  
Prominent entrance
High hip roof or hip dormers
K

 * { 

 

Brick, stone, or stucco
Quoins
Arched openings
Balustraded porches and balconies
6/6 or 8/8 windows

Much of the architecture
(ca. 1932) at Barksdale
Air Force Base, Louisi/@ \+
French Revival style including this duplex (top),
   &\
/   }   
Club (bottom right).
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Dutch Colonial Revival 1880-1940
U'   ?Y  Colonial Revival is another
subtype of the Colonial Revival. This architec'  {'  ?   ?    Colonial
3    '  Y' 
    Y 
use of a gambrel roof. The gambrel roof can
be a side- gambrel, front-gambrel, or crossgambrel. Side-gambrel roofs are typically
pierced by shed roof dormers. Commercial
 ?   Dutch Colonial Revival are rare
in contrast to the popular residential use of
the style. On military installations, the style
was implemented for residential use, usually
??    '*   
  '  ?

%\*< !        &K   '*
Support Facility in Dahlgren, Virginia.
Top Right: Well-known architect Albert Kahn designed
these NCO quarters (ca. 1920) at Joint Base LangleyEustis, Virginia, with 6/6 and 8/8 double-hung windows.
Bottom Right: NCO quarters (1890) at Fort Sheridan,
Illinois, featuring a dominant cross-gable gambrel roof.
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Dutch Colonial Revival 1880-1940
  
Symmetrical massing
 ?Y  
Side or cross-gambrel roof
Shed roof dormers
Entry portico
Double-hung windows
3/1 vertical, 4/1 vertical, 6/6, or 8/8
windows

Above: An example of a gambrel roof.
Top and Bottom: These houses (1905) at Naval
Base Kitsap Bremerton, Washington, utilize the side
gambrel roof, with a large gambrel wall dormer as
the focal point. Subtle differences, like the window
treatment in the dormer, add variety to the standard
plan.
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Tudor Revival 1900-1945
' 3     {'   Y  K*
architecture of the 17th and 18th centuries.
The half-timbering is cosmetic, rather than the
''   `?Y *   {'   
style was initially popular for manor houses. By
 ~  Y  ?
 * '  
middle-class homes and was found throughout
the country in historic neighborhoods. Military
 ?   * ? *`  ? `
detailed, and are most often found in
     ? 
All of these quarters (ca. 1934) at Joint Base LangleyEustis, Virginia, were designed by architect Albert Kahn
in the Tudor Revival style (top, bottom left & right in
both single-family and duplex examples).
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Tudor Revival 1900-1945
  
Half-timbering
Patterned masonry
Use of multiple materials
Steeply-pitched roof
Dominant cross-gables
Large chimneys
Entry porticos
Tall, narrow windows
Pairs or groups of windows
Casement windows
Double-hung windows
Multi-light windows

Top: This example (1931) of the Tudor Revival style
at Naval Base Kitsap Bremerton, Washington, is a
restrained example. The steep cross-gable roof,
casement windows, and arched entrance with
           
   @ 
|<   + 
shown in this partial elevation.
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Georgian Revival 1880-1940
 *  3    'Y   Colonial Revival
that gained widespread popularity during the period
revivals of the early 20th century. The strict symmetry of
the historic  *  ?   4   ? ?  
of the pavilion or suggestion of the pavilion, is
implemented in the revival, but in a much larger way.
In the civilian world, these buildings were popular for
residential, municipal, and academic design. In the
military world,  *  3   4    
into hospitals, headquarters, barracks, and housing.
Especially at the former    O #?  ? 
 *  3   4     ?  5'  
standardized plans.

Bottom Left: The Headquarters Building (1930) at Fort Lewis,
Washington, is a more elongated version using quoins rather
than pilasters, and round arches in accents and dormers.
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The Post Exchange (1905) at Madison Barracks, New York,
(top) and the Mess Hall (1928) at Walter Reed Army Medical
Center, D.C., (bottom) are typical of the Georgian Revival.
Resting on a \/\ +  
central pavilion dominates the symmetrical facade and is
accentuated by pilasters and dentil moldings.

Georgian Revival 1880-1940
  
 Y  hip roof, or hip dormer
Central projecting pavilion
Decorative door surround
Pilasters and/or quoins
Raised basement
Flat arches over windows
6/6 or 8/8 windows

Top: Quarters 1 (1936) at Fort Belvoir, Virginia, is
another interpretation of the Georgian Revival, but
 @   + portico, side-gable rather than
hip roof, and gabled roof dormers.
Bottom: The Post Hospital (1935) on Governors Island,
New York, also exhibits the Georgian Revival style,
again restrained with a raised basement, central
pavilion, pilasters, and belt courses.
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Art Deco 1920-1945
# U  4    Y  } K O      #
Decoratifs et Industriels Modernes held in Paris, which introduced
works that abandoned ancient styles and strove for modern
      !  #*  U   '      {' 
towers, columns, or pilasters, that convey a sense of verticality are
common, as are stylized motifs, geometric patterns, and the use of
  $?     ?  
  Y   '* ?'`
colored materials, such as terra cotta, and layers of stylized designs.
!   ?         4 ??   ?  
and only a few characteristic features.

Top: The museum (ca. 1941) at Peterson Air Force Base, Colorado was originally
the terminal for the Colorado Springs Municipal Airport. It is a rare example of the
high style Art Deco in the military inventory. The reeded pilasters, stylized motifs,
and chevron cornice, all in terra cotta, are representative of the style.
Bottom: The Illinois National Guard Armory (1930s) at Champaign, Illinois, (left)
evokes the Art Deco, as does the eagle from barracks (1930s) at Kelly Air Force
Base, Texas, (center) and the central tower, curved canopy, and stylized
sculptures on the Beaufort Naval Hospital (ca. 1947), South Carolina (right).
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Art Deco 1920-1945
  
Vertical massing or elements
Flat roofs
Smooth wall surface
3

*  {'* '  
windows

Zigzags, chevrons, geometric and
stylized motifs
Casement windows

The building (1941) on the left at Naval Base Kitsap
Bremerton, Washington, is a very restrained example,
but maintains the emphasis at the entrance. The
detail on the right is a close-up of the curved handles
\  /%  

The theater (1941) at Naval Air Station Corpus Christi,   
  +@ /
wall surface, and vertical emphasis at the entrance consistent
with the style.

Photography and Armament School Building (1942) at Lowry
Air Force Base in Denver, Colorado. The vertical entrance
\   %  
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Art Moderne 1920-1945
Art Moderne and Streamlined Modern are
forms of the Art Deco style. The style is more
|    # U       Y
curved walls, metal windows (sometimes
in banks or ribbons), and horizontal lines
or bands meant to simulate the air stream
wrapping around the building, hence the
term “streamlined.” This element was applied
to cars and boats as well as buildings. Civilian
 ?      5'   *   
car dealerships, theaters, and residential
 '  ! 
 ?  '
administration, residential, and retail buildings.

Top: This building (ca. 1940) at Naval Air Station
Alameda, California, is an example of the Art Moderne;
the curved walls, smooth walls, and series of bands are
all indicative of the style.
Bottom: This duplex (ca. 1935) at Kelly Air Force Base,
Texas, does not have the curved walls usually seen
in the Moderne style, but it does have the horizontal
/ @ /    /  \  
entrance.
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Art Moderne 1920-1945
  
Horizontal massing
Flat roof
Curved walls
Recessed lines or bands
  Y
Bands or banks of windows
Casement or steel windows

Top: This building (1930s) at Fort Bragg, North Carolina,
is in the streamlined modern style, with curved walls,
banks of steel windows, and horizontal massing.
Bottom: The Materials Testing Building (1930s) at the
Brooklyn Navy Yard, New York, is typical of the Art
Moderne style with its curved walls and bands of
windows.
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International (Early) 1925-1948

#?   4 
Y'*   ' 
{'   Y  '     K' 
    Y'     ' 
Mies van der Rohe were stretching the limits of
materials and technology. In 1932, the Museum of
!  #  " 4 <     4   
“Modern Architecture.” American architect Phillip
+ * |  
Y 4 4  ? 
4 ?      '    
as the “O    $   
 ?  
with the use of materials as structural systems and
the premise that “less is more.” International Style
architecture turned away from historical references
and ornament. Steel, concrete, and glass were the
building materials used most often. There are few
 ?   K  O     ?    tions.

Top: The Thermo-Con House (1948) at Fort Belvoir, Virginia,
was designed by Albert Kahn and uses the experimental
Thermo-Con material, which expanded as it cured. The
house is designed in the International Style, exhibited by the
@   *  */     / 
cantilevered canopies.
Bottom: This quarters at Mare Island Naval Shipyard, California,
has many of the characteristics of New Federalism with smooth
wall surfaces, overhanging eaves, and ribbon windows.
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International (Early) 1925-1948
  
Flat roof
Overhanging eaves
Cantilevers
Smooth wall surface
Lack of ornament
Ribbon of windows
Casement windows
Lack of windows

Above: The theater (1942) at Mare
Island Naval Shipyard is a good
example of the International Style;
 @ /     /
cantilevered canopy and absence of
 +
Left: A Tournalayer House (1946)
at Yuma Proving Ground, Arizona,
designed by R.G. LeTourneau to form
a concrete house in one day.
Right: The Mars Tower (1943) at Fort
 /  /  @  \+ 
International Style, evident by the use of
smooth wall materials, spiral staircase,
simple pipe railing, cantilevered decks,
and ribbon windows.
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World War II 1939-1945
By 1939, most of the    O  ? 
had been either dismantled or transformed into
permanent installations. Several    O
temporary standardized plans had been updated
to a new 700-series by 1928, but little more was
done until 1935. In that year, the Chief of Staff of the
Construction Division of the Quartermaster Corps
ordered a complete revision and completion
of the 700-series plans, which was subsequently
completed in 1937. Similar to the    O
temporary buildings, the 700-series consisted of
barracks, headquarters, regimental headquarters,
warehouses, recreation buildings, day rooms,
mess halls, hospitals, theaters, and chapels. The
700-series buildings were constructed of wood
(sometimes out of brick or concrete block),
?  4 `  * ` ` 'Y `
hung windows, and asphalt roofs. The 800-series
that followed updated several of the building
plans with stronger structure, increased livable
space, and removal of unnecessary elements,
such as the aqua media, the roof which continues
around all four sides just above the ground story
windows. These standardized building series were
4  '    #?    ? }~~~~~
soldiers in 1939 to over 5 million by 1942, due to
?Y|      OO
Top: 700-series barracks (1941) at Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri, has
  \@ canopy over
 @ 
Bottom: 700-series mess hall (1941) at Fort Leonard Wood.
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World War II 1939-1945
  
#  *
Flush eaves
Aqua media
Drop-lap siding
    Y
Skirting
6/6 windows

Top: The aqua media and canopy over the second@    
800-series barracks (1942) at Fort McCoy, Wisconsin.
Bottom: Detail of water table and skirting on a
700-series barracks (1941) at Fort Leonard Wood,
Missouri.
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Minimal Traditional 1935-1955
!?      '    {  
time in history. The style carries architectural
{'   ? 
      
especially the Tudor Revival, only scaled
back with fewer ornamental details. For
   ?   ?  
 gable
front, like the Tudor Revival, only scaled
back without the steepness. This style was
used only for residential design in civilian and
military buildings.
Top: Minimal Traditional style is illustrated in this senior
     &X'*% !# 
Christi, Texas.
Bottom: Minimal Traditional style was used for most
of the Wherry Housing of the 1940s and 1950s as
illustrated in this house at Fort Bragg, North Carolina.

  
Restrained traditional details
Horizontal massing
Dominant gable front
 Y  hip roof, or hip dormer
Little or no roof overhang
Double-hung windows
Single, paired, or triple windows
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Ranch 1935-1975
Ranch style originated in California in the 1930s
and became the dominant residential style in
the country during the 1950s and 1960s. The
major difference between Ranch and Minimal
Traditional is the roof overhang. Ranch style is
typically a rambling one-story form with low
roof and engaged carport or garage. Like
Minimal Traditional, the Ranch style was used
only for residential design in civilian and military
 ? 
Left, Top and Bottom: Many of the
Capehart-Wherry-style houses built at Fort
Gordon, Georgia, in the 1960s were in the
Ranch style.
Right: 2/2 horizontal window.

  
Horizontal massing
 Y   hip roof
Moderate roof overhang
Hip dormers
Engaged garage and carport
Bands of windows
Picture windows
1/1 or 2/2 horizontal windows
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International (Late) 1946-1965
  O    KY  ! 
Architecture (1932) at the
Museum
of
!  #  " 4 <      ?
International Style. The focus of the style is
 
   '?      
mass, emphasis on balance rather than on
    ??   
'
of applied ornament. The use of glass and
the glass curtain wall became increasingly
popular. In DoD, the modern movement and
the adaptation of the International Style to it
4   ?    @$ # % #  ?
   {'    ' ?
of Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill (SOM) were
commissioned to complete the work at the
#  ?  ? ' ' ?  

modern campus to the rugged landscape of
   3  #'*   ? 
popular style in the civilian world, outside of
the U.S. Air Force Academy, there are very
 4  ?    International Style in the
military.

Top: The International vocabulary of Sijan Hall (1968) at
the U.S. Air Force Academy, Colorado, is a juxtaposition,
as well as a blending, with the surrounding Rocky
Mountains of Colorado Springs.
|< ?    ! *  !  &{`/
designed by William Priestley and Bruce Graham of
SOM, at the Great Lakes Naval Training Center, Illinois.
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International (Late) 1946-1965
  
&`  
Flat roof
Structure is the ornament
K d structural systems
Cantilevers
Smooth walls
  '  4 
Metal windows

The administration building (top, 1957) and the Heat Plant (bottom left,
{!% Z % +      
features of the  !+     Z ^  /
Arizona (bottom right, 1958) is a residential example.
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Mid-Century Modern 1950-1975
The Mid-Century Modernism movement was
evident throughout the country, especially
   *      * " 4 <
  * U  ? ?  
captured the imagination of local and
regional architects, who interpreted it in
smaller cities and towns. The Mid-Century
!  
 ?   4   
forms, especially roof forms. These forms
are curved, slanted, diagonal, or folded
     '     
metal. Concrete block screens or metal
screens were also used as decoration in
combination with the concrete, steel, and
glass buildings. The military implemented
the style as more and more buildings were
designed by nationally or regionally-known
architects.

Top: The Chapel (1962) at the U.S. Air Force
Academy, Colorado, is considered a masterpiece
of Mid-Century Modern architecture.
Bottom: Two examples of Mid-Century Modern
entrance canopies.
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Mid-Century Modern 1950-1975
  
Flat, pyramidal, multiple barrel,
or spire roof
Structure is the ornament
K d structural systems
Round, folded, inverted
concrete forms
  '  4 

The Jewish Chapel (1975) at Naval Station Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii, implements a concrete arcade in the Mid-Century
Modern vocabulary to add interest and function.
Bottom Left: The chapel
(1957) at Marine Corps Air
Station Miramar, California, is
a basic concrete box, but its
glass and inverted concrete
facade continues into the
interior of the nave.
Bottom Right: The design of
the chapel at Joint Base MyerHenderson Hall, Virginia, has
   pyramidal roof
and, with its glazed eaves,
allows substantial light into
the sanctuary.
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New Formalism 1965-1975
Formalism, sometimes called Neo-Formalism
or New Formalism, was a modern view on
the formal ideals of traditional architecture.
Symmetrical massing, monumental full-height
porches, or entries with columns are updated
with clean lines and restrained of any ornament. Paired with high-quality materials, such
as marble and stone, this was a popular style at
mid-century for banks and municipal buildings.
As with the Mid-Century Modern, the military
implemented this style with buildings designed
by nationally and regionally known architects.
Military buildings that utilized New Formalism
were typically the more public buildings like
 5'     *  ??  
libraries, and clubs.

Above: The symmetry, columns, and clean lines of the Library (1966) at
Fort Gordon, Georgia, are typical of New Formalism.
Bottom, Left and Right: Signal Corps Headquarters (1970) at Fort Gordon.

  
Symmetrical massing
High-quality materials
Flat roofs
  

 **



Smooth wall surface
Engaged porches
Columns
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Expressionism 1965-1975
K ?  ?   '  {'   4 
' |   K'  O 4     Y 4 *
and curving concrete forms. In this country, the style
 '    *` Y'*   #
 ?   +%8 #  " 4 <  * ? 
interpretation of the style is much more restrained.
Some buildings do showcase the sweeping curved
? ''    {  Y' ? ?  
a conservative balance of symmetrical use of
      *       

Top: The uniformity of solids and voids as shown in the
regular concrete bays of the Administration Building (early
1970s) at Charleston Navy Yard, South Carolina, is typical of
Expressionism.
Bottom: The Naval Health Clinic (1973) at Charleston, South
# /   \  @    \+  
building is Expressionist, while it sits on a Brutalist base.

  
Uniformity of solids and voids
@  '

 {  & wall surfaces

Faceted surfaces
Arches and vaults at the base
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Brutalism 1965-1980
&' ? {'  4     
England, but became popular in this
country as a departure from the steel
and glass of the 1950s International
Style. Architects employed heavy and
 '    ?  '' 
to create a form of architecture that is
often viewed by the public as oppressive.
Brutalism may not be appreciated
by the public, but it is a unique and
often ground-breaking combination of
engineering and architecture.
Top, Bottom Left and Right: Building 2 (1977)
at the Walter Reed Army Medical Center was
designed in the Brutalist genre. Note the weighty
concrete upper stories carefully placed on the
  @ 

  
Massive appearance
Unwelcoming entrance
Flat roof
K    4 
Recessed windows
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Architecture in DoD since Mid-Century
In the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s, the majority of buildings
on DoD Installations were still being constructed with
standardized plans. During these decades, whole
Y   ?   4       * 
using standard plans. Typical barracks communities
included the barracks buildings or unaccompanied
personnel housing (UPH), mess halls or dining facilities,
company or unit headquarters, supply areas, and
?  O`    Y'   ?  
are included in the Unaccompanied Personnel
Housing (UPH) During the Cold War (1946-1989),
    Y 3   4  #   
the U.S. Army Environmental Center, December 2003,
and Air Force and Navy Unaccompanied Personnel
Housing (UPH) During the Cold War Era (1946-1989),
    Y 3   4  #   
NAVFAC and the United States Air Force Center for
K ?   K   

Top: This Korean-era barracks was built of concrete and steel
and was known as the “Hammerhead” barracks, because in
plan and from the air, it resembles a hammer.
Bottom: This barracks at Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri, was built in
the 1960s. Included in the Cold War UPH, this building type was
known as the “Rolling Pin,” which is what the form resembled in
plan and from the air.
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# Y 4   '     OO 
the 1960s, family housing was privatized and was

  '     #      #
  '* 4   !?      
while Capehart housing ranged from Ranch-style
'    4`  ? ` Y'* # '
history of this housing is available in For Want of Home:
A Historic Context for Wherry and Capehart Military
Family Housing, prepared by V.J. Temme in 1998 for
the U.S. Army Environmental Center, and Housing
an Air Force and a Navy: The Wherry and Capehart
Solutions to the Postwar Family Housing Shortage
(1949-1962),     Y 3   4 
Associates for the Air Force and Navy in June 2007.
   |    4   ? '*
   ?  *` Y'* ' 
 5'     'Y
  4 
designed by nationally, regionally, or locally-known
architects. These architects were knowledgeable
Y' '  {'       
 *
mark on the era’s military installations. Regionally or
 `*    
Y'   
architecture of DoD. At Fort Bragg in North Carolina,
  ?   *        
 *  
     '   @$ #?
+ % 8   $          $

"`??    'Y  
buildings were designed within current architectural
trends but were individualized by the designer. These
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Top: This aerial of Fort Knox, Kentucky, illustrates the construction
of the 1960s-era Rolling Pin Barracks.
Bottom: A Capehart-era quarters (1962) at Fort Huachuca,
Arizona.

 _'  4  ?         * 
and local architects obtaining large commissions for
DoD design projects.
The 1980s and early 1990s saw only one new Army
 ?  '   % U'? " 4 <
Small base planning and development did go on
but at a limited pace and certainly not at the rate
of the mid-century decades. During the mid to
late 1990s, a new commitment to the troops was
realized. Barracks modernization projects began
    * * Y'*   ?*
*  '*  4       
barracks communities instituted a campus feel on
?      *      
and dining facilities within the barracks compounds.
O        }  '  ? 
adopted several trends used in the civilian construction
world, including the “design-build” process and
Building Information Modeling (BIM). The design-build
process was instituted to address the large volume
of planned work while eliminating cost overruns. No
longer were standardized plans adapted to a given
installation. Standardized plans are only used as a
guide in this process. The military sets the functional
requirements for a given building type like barracks or
?           ? ' Y   ?  
such as square footage, height, and materials, but it
is up to the design-build contractor to design within

Both buildings above were designed using BIM technology and
principles. NAS JRB New Orleans, Louisiana, (top) and a rendering
of the Louisville Army Reserve Building, Kentucky (bottom).
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the parameters. In these cases, the designer is also
the builder. BIM is an advanced computer modeling
* ?  4
Y'*  *x *
constructing, and operating a facility through the use
of a digital representation.
Since 2001, several events have molded military
construction and will shape the future of architecture.
The use of BIM and modular design and materials will
{' 
 '         '' 
Traditional architectural details, such as cornices, will
give way to details addressing sustainable features,
'  '  *  `4       Y
insulated concrete or other light-weight materials will
be used rather than having masons build the courses
or pour concrete on site. Security and force protection
has become a major consideration for base planning
since September 11, 2001. Planners and architects
must consider hardening buildings and eliminating
opportunities for disaster when designing buildings. In
recent years, the movement towards greater energy        *    Y'*  *
as well. Sustainable programs, such as Leadership in
Energy & Environmental Design (LEED) standards, an
   ` *|  *  Y'*   
 ? 
  Y  @$   &'* '
have been implemented, along with the military’s
???    
 *`    
measures, combined with modular construction and
security requirements, shape the architecture of
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Modular construction, energy, and security requirements were
all implemented in the design and construction of Marshall Hall
on Fort Bragg, North Carolina, completed in 2011.

     4  {'  '  4
 
 *     Y'* 4  
     ? 4
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Page 70, Bottom: Fort Bragg, NC CRMP.
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Locations
Augusta Arsenal  * =     6  #'*'
State University)

Fort Hancock " 4 +  =     6    4 
National Recreation Area)

Barksdale Air Force Base, Louisiana; open

Fort Hayes (also Columbus Arsenal and Columbus Barracks),
Ohio; closed in 1976 (today: Columbus School District’s
Fort Hayes Metropolitan Education Center)

Brooklyn Navy Yard " 4 <=    
Camp Bullis   =   6     + &  $ 
Antonio)

Fort Huachuca, Arizona; open
Fort Knox, Kentucky; open

Camp Custer, Michigan; open
Camp Hancock  * =    

Fort Lawton  *=     6  $
Discovery Park)



Camp Jackson (Fort Jackson), South Carolina; open

Fort Leavenworth, Kansas; open

Camp McClellan (also Fort McClellan), Alabama; closed in
1999

Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri; open

Camp Merritt, New Jersey; closed in 1920

Fort Lewis  *=   6     + &   4`
McChord)

Camp Nelson, Kentucky; closed unknown date

Fort Logan, Colorado; closed in 1961 (today: Mental Health
Institute at Fort Logan)

Charleston Navy Yard, South Carolina; closed in 1996
Fort McPherson  * =   }~
F.E. Warren Air Force Base ?*=  
Fort Belvoir, Virginia; open

Fort Monroe, Virginia; closed in 2011 (today: part National
Monument)

Fort Benning  * =  

Joint Base Myer-Henderson Hall (also Fort Myer), Virginia; open

Fort Bliss   =  
Fort Bragg, North Carolina; open

Fort Omaha (also Sherman Barracks and Omaha Barracks),
Nebraska; closed in 1976 (today: Metropolitan
Community College, Omaha)

Fort Delaware, Delaware; closed in 1947 (today: Fort Delaware
State Park)

Fort Sam Houston   =   6     + &  $ 
Antonio)

Fort Douglas, Utah; partly closed (today: Army Reserve and
University of Utah)

Fort Sheridan, Illinois; closed in 1993

Fort Gordon  * =  

Fort Snelling, Minnesota; closed in 1946 (today: Fort Snelling
State Park)
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Locations cont.
Fort Washington, Maryland; closed in 1946 (today: Fort
 * "  
7
Governors Island 6  % +   % '?Y'7 " 4 <=
closed in 1966

Naval Health Clinic, Beaufort, South Carolina; open
Naval Health Clinic, Charleston, South Carolina; closed in 2011
Naval Home, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; closed in 1976

Great Lakes Naval Training Center, Illinois; open

Naval Hospital, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; closed in 1976

Hickam Air Force Base, Hawaii; open (today: part of Joint
Base Pearl Harbor)

Naval Hospital  * U=    }}

Illinois National Guard, Champaign, Illinois; open
Indianapolis Arsenal, Indiana; closed in 1903 (today: Arsenal
Technical High School)

Naval Medical Clinic, Portsmouth, Virginia; open
Naval Station Kitsap Bremerton  * =  
Naval Support Activity Norfolk Naval Shipyard, Virginia; open

Jeffersonville General Hospital, Indiana; closed in 1865

Naval Support Facility Dalgren, Virginia; open

Jeffersonville Quartermaster Depot, Indiana; closed in 1958

Peterson Air Force Base, Colorado; open

Joint Base Langley-Eustis, Virginia; open

Presidio of San Francisco, California; closed in 1995 (today:
National Park)

Kelly Air Force Base   =    }~~
Lowry Air Force Base Denver, Colorado; closed in 1994
Madison Barracks " 4 <=    
Mare Island Naval Shipyard, California; closed in 1996

Randolph Air Force Base   =  
Sackets Harbor Navy Yard " 4 <=     6 
$    Y &    $ 
7
San Diego Naval Hospital, California; open (given to San
Diego in the 1980s)

Marine Corps Air Station Miramar (also NAS Miramar),
California; open

U.S. Air Force Academy, Colorado; open

Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama; open

U.S. Military Academy " 4 <=  

Naval Air Station Alameda, California; closed in 1997

U.S. Naval Academy, Maryland; open

Naval Air Station Corpus Christi   =  

Vancouver Barracks 6  %  ' 7  *=
closed 1947 (today: partly the Fort Vancouver National
Historic Site)

Naval Air Station-Joint Reserve Base New Orleans, Louisiana;
open
Naval Air Station Pensacola, Florida; open
86

Naval Base Pearl Harbor, Hawaii (today: part of Joint Base
Pearl Harbor)
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Glossary
The following architectural terms have been compiled from
a variety of sources, including Landmark Yellow Pages by the
National Trust for Historic Preservation; Glossary of Architectural
Terms Y +       "   #      
Commissions; Design Guidelines for Raleigh Historic Districts by
the Raleigh Historic District Commission; An Illustrated Glossary
of Early Southern Architecture and Landscape edited by Carl
R. Lounsbury; and Guidelines for Identifying and Evaluating
Historic Military Landscapes by USACERL. For additional
   ?   ?   '  U  ?  
Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms (available
at: http://www.dtic.mil/doctrine/jel/doddict/).
Aqua Mediax#  4 ' 
around all four sides just above the
ground story windows. A typical feature
 OO  ?  Y'*   ~~
Series; also referred to as a skirt roof.

Arcadex#       ' 
on columns or on square or rectangular
piers.

Archx# '' ?   4 * `
shaped stones, bricks, or other objects
     ?   
  ?
in position.

Architravex 4   ?   
 Y '    Ionic
and Corinthian columnar orders (see drawing on page 13).
Ashlarx#     5'    = 
masonry built of such hewn stone.

Asymmetryx&'*      Y    ?? 
Attic VentxO ' 
  
or louvered opening, sometimes in
decorative shapes, located on gables
      ? ? 
 '     ?  
 
mounted on the roof ridge above the
attic.

Balconyx#  ?   4
low parapet, railing, or balustrade and
projecting from a wall, usually in front of
a window or other opening.

Balusterx# '     *'  '* '*
handrail or forming part of a balustrade.

 

Balustradex#

 *  ?
including a top rail and its balusters, and
often a bottom rail.
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Bandx%  ? '* |   4    
 
in the wall plane or a change in level; a narrow, horizontal band
_ * ? 
  4   Y'* ''   *
      { 
 6
 4*   * 7=
also referred to as band course, bandmold, belt, beltcourse.

Blind Archx#
     
contain an opening for a window or
door but is set against or indented within
a wall.

Bargeboardx# Y      
curved, attached to the projecting
edges of a gable roof; also referred to
as vergeboard.

Barrel Roofx#    ?`   = 

Roof.

Bayx '  Y'*         ? 
'= ??      '?Y  
   
within a building’s facade (e.g., windows and door openings,
or the areas between the columns or piers).
Bay Windowx#  * 44     
windows projecting from the outer wall
of a building and forming a recess within.

Board and Battenx 
 
vertical boards, the joints of which are
covered by vertical, narrow, wooden
strips.

Bondx  *  Y   
regularly in a wall according to a
recognized pattern for strength. Masonry
bond is essential to brickwork when wire
reinforcement is not used.
Boxed EavesxK 
 4
Y      ?  
 
sometimes enriched by moldings.

Beltcoursex$

88

Band and String Course.
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Bracex#  *   Y|* ? ?Y  

Y'*  ? 

Bracketx# _ * ' '  '   

balconies, or windows to provide structural or purely visual
support (see drawing on page 21).
Buttressx#
  ?   ?  _ * ?  Y'
against a wall to give additional strength at the point of
? ?'?  

Cast IronxO     Y
cast in a mold.
Chamferx# Y

    Y Y * ?  



  *   
Chamfered Postx# 5'   4
the edges of its corners cut away or
beveled.

Cantileverx# Y    | 
beam that is only anchored at one end
that supports a part of a building, a
balcony or a roof.
Churrigueresquex# *` ?   $  3
named after architect Jose Churriguera.
Capitalx ' ?    
(see drawing on page 13).

 

Casingx
* '
or molded.

  

'?    

Cartouchex#  ?    Y    Y  
decorated, and framed with elaborate scroll-like carving; a
modillion of curved form.
Casementx# *  44  ?
like a door.



Clapboardx# *  4 Y  4 
*  
than the other, overlapped to cover the outer walls of frame
structures; also known as weatherboard.
Clipped Gablex# * Y   4     '   
decorative effect, often the roof overhangs the missing peak.

    | 

  ? ?*  ?* 
  44= ?  Y
  { 

Castellatedx * Y  ?     '       
roof; see Crenulation.

Columnx#
         '    
support a load; in Classical architecture, the column consists of
three parts: base, shaft, and capital.
Colonnettex# ? `  '? *    ?  
decorative element on mantels, overmantels, and porticos.
Common Bondx# ?    *
brick wherein one course of headers
   
      

courses of stretchers.
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Composite Orderx          4
combines characteristics of both the Ionic order and the
Corinthian order (see drawing on page 13).
Copingx      ' 

Cross-gable Roofx   * Y ` *    
another gable-ending roof; see Roof.
Crownx#    4  ? *
curved to form a half-circle, top, or chief
ornament.

?  4 

CorbelxO ? 
_    
series of projections, each stepped progressively
farther forward with increasing height, anchored
in a wall, story, column or chimney; a bracket
or block projecting from the face of a wall that
generally supports a cornice, beam, or arch.
Corinthian Orderx ?           
     '?    |  Y ? {'  '?
with bell-shaped capital decorated with stylized acanthus
leaves (see drawing on page 13).

Cupolax# ?  '     ? ? 
spherical in shape, or sometimes square with a
mansard or conical roof.

Corner Boardx    4
 
boards at the corner of a traditional wooden
frame building, into which the clapboards abut.

Cornicex# ?*  
* 
=
?*  
covers the angle formed by ceiling and wall; the uppermost
section of an entablature.
Coursex# |  4     Y 
Crestingx#  4  ? 
ridge.

*

4 

| 

*



Crenulationx#  *
  
and raised sections of a parapet, creating
`  =       
battlement.
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Dentilx# ?    *'  Y ' 
in a series below the cornice in the Ionic,
Corinthian, Composite, and sometimes
Doric orders.

Doric Orderx#       '?    |  Y
simple, unadorned capitals supporting a frieze of vertically
grooved tablets or triglyphs set at intervals (see drawing on
page 13).

Dormer Windowx# '* 44
lighting the space in a roof; when it is in
the same place as the wall, it is called a
wall dormer, when it rises from the slope
of the roof, a roof dormer.

Eavex   

*    _  Y 

4 

Engaged Porchx#  4  
continuous structurally with that of the
main section of the building.

Double-hung Sash Windowx# 44 4 4    
above the other, arranged to slide vertically past each other.
Double-leafx#  * 4 4
vertical doors that meet in the middle of
the opening when closed; also referred
to as a double door.

English Bondx# ?    * Y 4    ' 
  4        4    ' Y* 
double thickness of brick together and forming a high-strength
bond of alternating courses of stretchers and headers.
Entablaturex |       '     
is supported on columns and composed of architrave, frieze,
and cornice (see drawing on page 13).
Facadex
     Y'*    
 ' 
front, sometimes distinguished from the other faces by
elaboration of architectural ornamental details.

DressedxU 
   Y  '?Y      Y 
          Y '*  * 'YY* 
sanding one or more of its faces.
Drip Moldingx!*    
_ * *   
channeled beneath to prevent water from running back
against the surface of a wall.
Drop-lap Sidingx  * 4

'  *    
a corresponding rabbet in the siding
Y =         ?  *

Fanlightx# 44    ?`'   
 4
radiating muntins suggestive of a fan (see drawing on page
11).
Fasciax# {  Y  4
      ?  ?
* 
*  {    *  |  6
side) of a pitched roof. The rain gutter is often mounted on it.
Fenestrationx
building.

44

 

    * 

Finialx# ?   ?     
gable, pinnacle, streetlight, etc.

canopy,
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Flared Eavesx#
upward.

  _ 

Friezex  ?   ? ?Y  
   entablature,
usually ornamented; also a horizontal decorative panel (see
drawing on page 13).
Front-gable Roofx# 'Y `*  6* Y 7 4  
entry located on triangular shape side; see Roof.

Flat Archx#  ?    * | 
plane; also referred to as a jack arch.

Gablex
   *'   
formed by a double-sloping roof.

 

 

Y'*

Gable-on-Hipx# hip roof in which the hips are not carried
all the way to the ridge; instead, each end roof surface turns
vertically near the top so as to form a small gable that is
perpendicular to the ridge.
Flemish Bondx# ?    * Y 4      
stretchers alternate in each course and wherein vertically,
headers are placed over stretchers to form a bond and give a
distinctive cross pattern.
Flush Sidingx  *     
*
??   |    4   
to accent an architectural feature.

  =
 

Flutingx#  ? 
  *  6{' 7      
Ionic, Corinthian, or Composite column. Doric columns have
portions of the cylindrical surface of the columns separating
 {'  6
 4*   * 7
Foilx# '   
etc.

Glazingx$ * *  
using glass.

  *= 

*  

  *

Gambrel Roofx# * Y  ?    ??    *
four inclined surfaces with the pair meeting at the ridge having
a shallower pitch (see drawing on page 55); see Roof.
Gingerbreadx ' 
machine-powered saws.

  ?   '  4

`  ?  '  44  

Foundationx '*  
'' Y 4 
`{ '  Y 4 *   '* *
French Windowx# * 44  *  { 
opening in two leaves like a pair of doors.
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Garlandx# '   **  
 
  {4  '     
ornamental device.
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Glazed Headerx# Y  * *    *  **
in color from gray-green to almost black, formed on the outer
'  '*   '  { ?
    
'* *  =   '   % ? Y Y4 
decorative purposes by laying the brick so the glazed headers
form a pattern in the wall.

Half–glazed Doorx#  *  * 
for half of the surface, typically the upper half,
with wood panel or panels below.

Knee Bracex# `''   *  ? ?Y  '  
   ?    * ?      
eave of a building.
Latticex#  4    *  
interlocking lath or other thin strips, used as
screening, especially in the base of a porch.

Half-timberingx# ' ?   4  ?* 4
     4 ?  6
 4*   * 7
Headerx# Y       
4   Y
*      4  4 = 
    Y
Hip Roofx#  4' * Y 
  4   *   
'    *  
 _        
ridge; also referred to as a hipped roof, see Roof.
Hoodx# '  _ * ?* Y
or archway to throw off rain.
Jack Archx$
Jambx
window.

 44

Lightx#   

44     * = 

Pane.

   x *'    *  44
6
 4*   * }    ?  ` ` *
*' 7
Lintelx#
| 
'' 

ornamental member over an opening
that generally carries the weight of the
wall above it, often of stone or wood.

Flat Arch.
       * ''  

 

Jerkin Head Roofx#  4
   Y  ?  
a shape midway between a gable and a hip, resulting in a
truncated or “clipped” appearance; also referred to as a
clipped gable.
Keystonex    ' 
in a wedge form.



Lunettex#  ?'   *

Mansard Roofx# ?    hip
roof in which each side has two planes,
the upper being more shallow; see Roof.
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Massingx   '?  Y' 

Y'*

Modillionx# |  Y    
in the form of a plain block, used for
ornamenting or sometimes supporting
the underside of a cornice.
Moldingx#   
Y   *
   
having a pattern in low relief, generally used in cornices or as
trim around openings.
Mullionx#
  ? ?Y     * 44  
panels set in a series.
Muntinx#     ?* ? ?Y       4
window, window wall, or glazed door; an intermediate vertical
member that divides the panels of a door.
Newel Postx#       ?  
post at the head or foot of a stair,
supporting the handrail.

Palladian Windowx# 44  *
 '*      * {  
by lower, square-headed openings
separated by columns, pilasters, piers, or
narrow vertical panels.

Panex#  ?     44      ''   
with a sheet of glass or other transparent material; see Light.
Panelx#  {     4  ?  Y      
      *     ?    4 ? 
edges for decorative wall treatment.
Pantilex# *  4      $      
Parapetx# 4    * Y
 { =
4 4 
sometimes battlemented, placed to protect any spot where
there is a sudden drop.
Pavilionx# 4*     ' 4
projects from a larger architectural
unit and is usually accented by special
decorative treatment.

Ocular Windowx# '  '  44 4'   
that typically appears in the gable of a building.
Oriel Windowx# Y  44 _ * ?  '  =
'Y  Y   Y      '
   
or interior.
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Pedimentx#  *'  * Y Y' 
on all sides by a continuous cornice.

Pilasterx# { `        
column, projecting from a wall.

Post and Lintelx# ''   ?  4  ?  '
is provided by vertical members, called posts, that are carrying
horizontal members, called lintels.
Pressed Metalx    ?   ?     
 *  '       4    4    *
Projectionx#    Y'*     '4  ?
the surface, either vertically or horizontally.

Pilotix  
  *'`
 '?     
building up, creating functional space below.
Pitchx
* 
  
height and the span of the roof.
Pointed Archx#  4

 Y 4

Quatrefoilx# '    ? ? 
in a window or vent, which is composed
of four equal lobes, like a four-petaled
{4 

 

   

Porchx#     * 
Y'* ?*
covered approach or vestibule to a doorway.
Porte Cocherex#  *      
porch through which vehicles can pass.

Quoinsx
 Y *    
stone or wood, cut in emulation of stone,
and used at the corners of buildings to
reinforce and ornament masonry walls,
or used in wood as a decorative feature
only.

Raftersx$''  ?Y  * ?   
   
wall to the ridge of the roof and supporting the roof covering.

Porticox# ?     * 
by open columns.

 ' 

Rafter Endsx
  ''  ?Y  * ?   
at the top of a wall to the ridge of the roof (rafters) which can
Y
 =             6
 4* 
page 37).
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Railx |      



metal, asphalt shingle, and rolled tar and asphalt, in shapes as
illustrated below.

Railingx# '' ?      '* ? ?Y    
used as a guard or barrier or for support; also referred to as a
balustrade.
Raised Basementx 'Y''  '  
that is above ground rather than under ground.

Y'*

Raised Panelsx#   {  '         
door or wainscoting, that is distinctly set off from the surrounding
area by a molding or other device and is raised above the
surrounding area.
Rakex? ? ?Y    '       
 ?
  Y 4   4   * Y   
Ribbonx 
|     
three windows or more, separated only
by mullions, that forms a horizontal band
across the facade of a building.

Roof Linex  * 



  x#   * ''   Y'  =
 Y
 ?  *'     '      * ` 
tiles, and interlocking tiles.
    x  ?    ? 
that deeply cuts back the joints between the
blocks. The surfaces of the blocks may be
?     '    ?  '*
or quarry-faced.
Sailor Coursex Y  ?  Y'*
consisting of front-facing, upright bricks.

Y   4

Sawnworkx ?    ''  *
formed with a bandsaw. Popular in the 1880s
  ~       *  { 

Roofx '?  *    
Y'*
that can be made of materials like wood, slate, terra cotta,
Segmental Archx#
 ? 
segment of a circle or an ellipse.
$ ` Y

Mansard
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` Y

Pyramidal
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Hip

Barrel

Cross-Hip



Shinglex# * '  4          
material cut to stock lengths, widths, and thicknesses; used as
    *          *
fashion.

Stepped Gablex# * Y 
stepped parapet.

* 

Stilex



Shoulderx *     *       
masonry chimney where the width of the chimney changes.

Stretcherx# Y 
length of the wall.

Shuttersx$?  4  '        *   
   44  ? ?    Y   Y 

String Coursex# _ * '  Y    ?   
forming a narrow horizontal strip across the wall of a building,
usually to delineate the line between stories; also referred to as
a beltcourse.

Side-gable Roofx# 'Y `*  6* Y 7 4  
entry located on the nontriangular shape side; see Roof.
Sidelightsx#
doorway.

  

 ?  *     { *

Sillx 4  |  ? ?Y  

     

 

 4

   4   *      

Stuccox#    ''   '  ?  
   ?  ?     ?  4 4    `
' ?  Y ?  ?   ?   ?      
Portland cement.

4   *
Surroundx ?  ? '

Single-hung Windowx# 44 4 4    
Y
the other, designed so that the top sash is stationary and the
bottom slides vertically to open.
!"x
  ' '       ? 
of a building, such as an arch, balcony, beam, cornice, lintel,
or vault.
Soldier Coursex Y  ?  Y'*
consisting of side-facing upright bricks.

Y   4

SpindleworkxO  `'  44  ?= ? ? 
referred to as gingerbread.
Spirex#    `   ?    Y_ 

  44  *

Temple Frontx#   
     ?Y*   
a Classical temple, in which columns or pilasters carry an
entablature and pediment.
Terra Cottax#  `*   Y4`    '     
{      
Textured Sidingx ' 
' {     ' 
half-rounds or scallops, and applied to portions of facades to
 
' 5'  ?   $'   '  
often found in diamond, scallop, staggered butt, or composite
patterns.
Three-part Windowx# 44  * 4   *'   
at its center and a narrower sash on each side; also referred to
as a Palladian window.
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Towerx#
projection.

 

Trimx  ?     Y'* '  ?*  
'  *    {    *  ?
Trussx# *  *'   ? 4 *   '
or other supporting members.
Tuscan Orderx ?           
orders of architecture, characterized by a smooth column with
simple capitals and bases (see drawing on page 13).
Turretx# ?  4  ''  Y   ?
corner.

Trabeated Entrancex#      
entrance featuring an over transom and
sidelights (see drawing on page 14).

Veranda (Verandah)x#      Y   *
along the outside of a building.

Traceryx#  ?        *
large window, usually made with wood.
Transomx# *  44 



  

    4 

Vergeboardx# Y       '     
the projecting edges of a gable roof; also referred to as a
bargeboard.
Visor Roofx" 4 
cantilevered from the wall.

 *? 

Triglyphx      ?  
the Doric frieze, consisting of slightly raised
blocks of three vertical bands separated by
V-shaped grooves.

Water Tablex# * |  ' 
  ' 
level, employed to repel water away from the foundation.
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Weatherboardx   Y  *
Wingx#    Y'* _ *   

         '' { * 
main section.

 Y =
   

Wrought IronxO        ??       Y'
never melted.
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A
Adironack. See Rustic
Aqua Media 67
Arcade 2, 39, 73
Art Deco 60, 61, 62
Art Moderne 60, 62, 63
B
Balustrade 20, 28, 38, 39, 43, 87, 96
Bargeboard. See Vergeboard
Battered Post 46
& ' #  
Beltcourse 17
Brutalism 76
Bungalow 46, 47
C
Canopy 60, 65, 66, 67, 91
Cantilever 89
    } }
Classical Revival 10, 12, 13, 16
Colonial Revival 42, 43, 50, 54, 55, 58
Composite 13, 90, 92
Corinthian 13, 87, 90, 92
Cornice 2, 14, 16, 20, 21, 60, 90, 91, 94, 97
` Y 3 ~
Cross-Hip Roof 96
Cupola 21, 22, 23
D
Dentil 9
Doric 13, 90, 92, 98
Dormer 25, 91
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U'Y `'*  $     
Drop-Lap Siding 67
Dutch Colonial Revival 54, 55
E
Entablature 13, 14, 89, 90, 92, 97
K ? 
F
Fanlight 11, 43
Federal 1, 4, 10, 11, 22, 42
Flush Eaves 67
French Revival 52, 53
%` Y 3 }
G
 Y    }     
 Y % }    
 ?Y    3   See Dutch Colonial Revival
 ?Y  3  
 *    ~ }  
 *  3    
 3      }~ } } }
  3     
H
Half Timbering 57
Hip Dormer. See Hip Roof
Hip Roof 8, 15, 16, 20, 23, 44, 45, 47, 53, 59, 68, 69, 92, 93
I
International (Early) 64, 65
International (Late) 70, 71
International Style 64, 65, 70, 71, 76
Ionic 12, 13, 14, 87, 90, 92

Italianate 3, 15, 20, 21, 22, 24
M
Mansard Roof 24, 25, 39
Mid-Century Modern 72, 73
Minimal Traditional 68, 69
Modillion 39, 89

Romanesque Revival 4, 34, 35
3 4 
Round Arch 17, 21
Rustic 36, 37
S

O

Second Empire 24, 25
Shingle 32, 33, 34
$ ` Y 3   
Sidelight 11, 15, 43
Skirting 67
Spanish Revival 50, 51
Stick 28, 29
Stucco 5, 50, 51, 53, 97

Octagon 22, 23

T

P

Towers 17
Transom 14, 15, 20
Tudor Revival 56, 57
Tuscan 13, 98

N
Neoclassical Revival 40, 41
New Federalism 65
New Formalism 74

Patterned Masonry 57
Pavilion 8, 58, 59
Pediment 13, 14, 94
Pilasters 16, 38, 39, 58, 59, 60, 94, 97
Pointed Arch 19
Portico 13, 40, 41, 43, 55, 59
Prairie 44, 45
Pyramidal Roof 22, 23, 73
Q
Queen Anne 3, 4, 25, 28, 30, 31, 32, 34, 42, 45
R

V
Ventilator 26
Vergeboard 18, 19, 88
W
    Y  
   O    ~ }  
   OO }  

Rafter Tail 37
Raised Basement 8, 10, 12, 58, 59
Ranch 69
Renaissance Revival 16, 17
3YY 4  
Richardsonian Romanesque 34
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